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We present a version of the blowup technique which applies to local minimizers
N n  .u: V ª R , V open in R , of strictly convex variational integrals J u [
 .H f =u dx, where f is of p-growth for some 1 - p - 2. This provides an alterna-V
tive approach towards the partial regularity theorem of Anzellotti and Giaquinta.
For two-dimensional problems we obtain everywhere C1, a-regularity. Q 1997 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this note we discuss variational integrals of the form
J u s f =u dx .  .H
V
1, p N .defined for vector valued functions u of Sobolev class H V, R and
investigate the smoothness properties of local minimizers. Here V is a
bounded domain in R n and f : R n N ª R denotes a strictly convex function
of class C 2 which satisfies the structural conditions
 .py2 r222< < < <D f A F c m q A 1.1 .  . .1
 .py2 r22 22 < < < <D f A Q, Q G c m q A Q 1.2 .  .  . .2
pr2 pr22 2< < < <c m q Q F f Q F c m q Q 1.3 .  . .  .3 4
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n N  .  .for all matrices A, Q g R . In 1.1 ] 1.3 c and m are fixed positivek
 .constants, and p is some number in the open interval 1, 2 . Then we have
the following results.
1, p N .THEOREM 1.1. Let u g H V, R be a local minimizer of J and let the
 .  .  .conditions 1.1 , 1.2 , 1.3 hold. Assume further that p G 2 y 4rn. Then
2, p N . 1, 2 N .u g H V, R l H V, R and there exists an open subset V of Vloc loc 0
< < 1, a  N .such that V _ V s 0 and u g C V , R for any 0 - a - 1. A point0 0
< . <x g V belongs to V if and only if sup =u - ` and0 0 r ) 0 x , r0
< < 2=u y =u dx ª 0 as r o 0. . x , re 0
 .B xr 0
 .Here we use the symbols ? and e ? dx to denote the mean ¨alue ofx , r B  x .0 r 0
 . < <a function w.r.t. the open ball B x contained in V, and V _ V justr 0 0
means Lebesgue's measure of the set V _ V .0
1, p N .THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that u g H V, R is a local J-minimizer
 .  .  .under the conditions 1.1 , 1.2 and 1.3 . Assume further that n s 2. Then u
1, a  N .is of class C V, R for any 0 - a - 1.
The first theorem is not new, in fact, it occurs as a special case of
w xCorollary 1.1 in 2 and it is true even without the restriction p G 2 y 4rn.
Our contribution now is to give a simpler proof of partial regularity
w xessentially based on the blowup argument of Evans and Gariepy 4 . The
necessity for presenting a new proof of Theorem 1.1 results from the
applications we have in mind: certain types of non-Newtonian fluids are
 .characterized in terms of a dissipative potential like 1 - p - 2
pr22< <W E ¨ s m q E ¨ , .  .
1 T .where ¨ is the velocity field and E ¨ s =¨ q =¨ its symmetric deriva-2
 w x.tive compare 3 . In the quasi-static case ¨ turns out to be a minimizer of
W E ¨ dx .H
V
subject to the constraint div ¨ s 0 and under appropriate boundary
conditions. Since in this setting n s 2 or n s 3, the condition p G 2 y 4rn
 .clearly holds for any p g 1, 2 and in a forthcoming paper we will show
that our variant of the proof of Theorem 1.1 also applies to the physical
situation.
Everywhere regularity for local J-minimizers was studied independently
w x w xby Acerbi and Fusco in 1 and Hamburger in 7 , assuming that the
function f is of special structure which means that f is of the form
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 .  < <. w .f Q s g Q with a suitable function g : 0, ` ª R. Our second theorem
then shows that for the two-dimensional case the additional assumption
imposed on f is superfluous.
2. PARTIAL REGULARITY VIA BLOWUP
 .  .  .Suppose that f satisfies 1.1 , 1.2 and 1.3 and consider a local
1, p N . w xJ-minimizer u in the space H V, R . From Proposition 2.4 in 1 we
get
 .py2 r422, p N 1, 2 n N< <u g H V , R , m q =u =u g H V , R . 2.1 .  .  . .loc loc
This shows
< < pr2 q=u g L V .loc
 .for any finite q, if n s 2, and for q s 2nr n y 2 , if n G 3. Hence the
2  n N .assumption p G 2 y 4rn clearly implies =u g L V, R . From now onloc
we will always assume this lower bound for p.
 w x.LEMMA 2.1 Compare 4 . Fix a number L ) 0 and calculate C s0
 .  .C n, p, m, c , c , L as indicated below. Then for e¨ery t g 0, 1 , we find a0 1 2
 .number « s « L, t ) 0 such that
< <=u F L . x , R0
and
< < 2 2=u y =u dx - « . x , Re 0
 .B xR 0
imply
< < 2 2 < < 2=u y =u dx F C t =u y =u dx .  .x , t R x , Re e00 0
 .  .B x B xt R 0 R 0
 .for any ball B x ; V.R 0
Of course, Lemma 2.1 implies partial C1-regularity of u along standard
w xlines and so it remains to give a proof of the lemma. As in 4 we argue by
 .contradiction assuming that there exists a sequence of balls B x ; Vr kk
< <  .such that A F L, where A s =u ,k k x , rk k
< < 2 2=u y =u dx \ « ª 0 as k ª ` . x , re kk k
 .B xr kk
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and
< < 2 2 2=u y =u dx ) C t « . . x , t re 0 kk k
 .B xt r 0k
 .  .  . .  .Let ¨ z s 1r« r u x q r z y a y r A z , z g B , a s u .k k k k k k k k 1 k x , rk k
After passing to subsequences we can arrange
A ª A ,k
2 N¨ ª ¨ strongly in L B , R , .k 1
2 n N=¨ =¨ weakly in L B , R , .k 1
« =¨ ª 0 a.e. on Bk k 1
n N 1, 2 N .for a matrix A g R and a function ¨ g H B , R . It is easy to see1
that ¨ is a solution of
D2 f A =¨ , =w dz s 0, w g H 1, 2 B , R N ; .  .  .H 0 1
B1
thus we have the Campanato estimate
< < 2 2 < < 2=¨ y =¨ dz F C t =¨ dz .e et 1
B Bt 1
for a suitable constant C . Let us set C s 2C . Then the proof of the1 0 1
lemma is complete as soon as we can show
=¨ ª =¨ strongly in L2 B , R n N . 2.2 . .k loc 1
Let
f Q s «y2 f A q « Q y f A y « D f A : Q , .  .  .  . .k k k k k k k
I k w s f =w dz , 0 - r - 1, w g H 1, 2 B , R N . .  .  .Hr k 1
Br
 .From 1.1 we deduce that f is of quadratic growth uniformly w.r.t. k, andk
w xexactly as in 4 we have
lim sup I k ¨ y I k ¨ F 0 2.3 .  .  . .r k r
kª`
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for almost all r. We fix a radius r with this property and discuss the
 .left-hand side of 2.3 :
I k ¨ y I k ¨ .  .r k r
s «y2 f A q « =¨ y f A q « =¨ .  .H k k k k k k
Br
y« D f A : =¨ y =¨ dz .  . .k k k
1y1s « D f A q « =¨ q « t =¨ y =¨ : =¨ y =¨ dt .  . .H Hk k k k k kB 0r
yD f A : =¨ y =¨ dz .  .k k /
1y1s « D f A q « =¨ q « t =¨ y =¨ . .H Hk k k k kB 0r
yD f A q « =¨ dt : =¨ y =¨ dz .  ..k k k/
q «y1 D f A q « =¨ y D f A : =¨ y =¨ dz .  .  . . .H k k k k k
Br
\ R q R .1 2
For R we observe2
1 2R s D f A q s« =¨ =¨ , =¨ y =¨ ds dz .  .H H2 k k k
B 0r
and since
1 2 2D f A q s« =¨ =¨ , ? ª D f A =¨ , ? .  .  .  .H k k
0
2 .strongly in L B , we get lim R s 0.r k ª` 2
Let us write R in the form1
d1 1y1R s « D f A q « =¨H H H1 k k k dsB 0 0r
q« st =¨ y =¨ ds dt : =¨ y =¨ dz .  ..k k k5
1 1 2s D f A q « =¨ q « st =¨ y =¨ . .H H H k k k k
B 0 0r
= =¨ y =¨ , =¨ y =¨ t ds dt dz .k k
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py2
 .1.2 1 1 22< <G c m q A q « =¨ q « st =¨ y =¨ . .H H H2 k k k k
B 0 0r
< < 2= =¨ y =¨ t ds dt dz.k
Now, if M ) 0 denotes some large real number, we see that there exists
5 5 `l ) 0 depending on M, L, p, m, and =¨ such thatL B .r
< < 2R G l =¨ y =¨ dz , 2.4 .H1 k
w < < xB l « =¨ FMr k k
 .  .and since l is independent of k, 2.4 together with 2.3 implies
< < 2lim =¨ y =¨ dz s 0. 2.5 .H k
kª` w < < xB l « =¨ FMr k k
 . < < 2In order to prove 2.2 we have to discuss the integral of =¨ y =¨ overk
w < < xthe set B l « =¨ ) M . This will be done with the help of ther k k
inequality
py2
22 2< < < <m q A q « =¨ =­ ¨ dz F c K - ` 2.6 .  . .H k k k g k
K
 4being valid for all g g 1, . . . , n and any compact subset K of B .1
 . y1 < < 2 . pr4Accepting 2.6 for the moment we let w s « m q A q « =¨k k k k k
 < < 2 . pr44y m q A . We havek
d pr41 2y1< < < <w s « m q A q s« =¨ ds .Hk k k k kds0
p pr4y11 2< < < < < <F m q A q s« =¨ A q s« =¨ =¨ ds .H k k k k k k k2 0
p pr4y1r21 2< < < <F m q A q s« =¨ =¨ ds .H k k k k2 0
p




2< <=w s ­ w ­ wk g k g k
gs1
2 np pr2y2 22y2 < <s « m q A q « =¨ A q « =¨ : « ­ =¨ . 4 . k k k k k k k k g k4 gs1
2 np pr2y12 2< < < <F m q A q « =¨ ­ =¨ . . k k k g k4 gs1
 .  4Consequently, estimate 2.6 shows that the sequence w is uniformlyk
1, 2 .bounded in the space H B . The definition of w implies the following:loc 1 k
for M sufficiently large there exists a constant D depending on L and m
but independent of k such that
pr2y1 pr2 < < < <w G D« « =¨ on « =¨ G M ,k k k k kk
and, thus,
< < 2 y4r p 4r py2 4r p=¨ dz F D « w dz.H Hk k k
w < < x w < < xB l « =¨ GM B l « =¨ GMr k k r k k
Our assumption p - 2 implies « 4r py2 ª 0 as k ª `, p G 2 y 4rn guar-k
antees boundedness of H w 4r p dz in the case n G 3; for n s 2 this isB k1
obvious. This shows
< < 2lim =¨ dz s 0,H k
kª` w < < xB l « =¨ GMr k k
< < 2 < < 2and the same result is true with =¨ y =¨ in place of =¨ . Recallingk k
 .2.5 and also the fact that r can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1 we have
 .established 2.2 , the proof of the lemma is complete and Theorem 1.1
 .follows once we have established 2.6 which will be done next. First we
recall the Euler equation
0 s D f A q « =¨ : =w dz .H k k k
B1
and replace w by an arbitrary derivative ­ w to seeg
0 s D2 f A q « =¨ ­ =¨ , =w dz. .  .H k k k g k
B1
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We would like to choose w s h 3­ ¨ for some nonnegative test-function hg k
with support in B . Then1
h 3D2 f j ­ =¨ , ­ =¨ dz .  .H k g k g k
B1
s y3 D2 f j h 3r2­ =¨ , h1r2 =h m ­ ¨ dz , .  .H k g k g k
B1
j s A q « =¨ .k k k k
For all X, Y, Z g R n N we have
1r2 1r22 2 2D f Z X , Y F D f Z X , X D f Z Y , Y ; .  .  .  .  .  .
therefore the last estimate, together with Holder's inequality, impliesÈ
h 3D2 f j ­ =¨ , ­ =¨ dz .  .H k g k g k
B1
F c hD2 f j =h m ­ ¨ , =h m ­ ¨ dz .  .H k g k g k
B1
 .1.1  .py2 r22 2 25 5 < < < <F c =h m q A q « =¨ =¨ h dz .`H k k k k
B1
 .and the claim follows from 1.2 . Unfortunately it is not immediately clear
that w is admissible in the above equation; hence we give an alternative
 . w xproof of 2.6 using an approximation technique which also occurs in 6 .
Replacing V by a compact subdomain if necessary we may assume that
1, 2 N . 1, p N .u g H V, R and also that u minimizes the energy J in H V, R
 xw.r.t. its own boundary values. For d g 0, 1 we let
d 2 n N< <F Q s Q q f Q , Q g R , .  .d 2
J w s F =w dx. .  .Hd d
V
By convexity there exists a unique J -minimizer u in the class u qd d
1, 2 N .H V, R . Then0
J u F J u F J u .  .  .d d d 1
 .  4 1, p N .and by 1.3 the sequence u is bounded in the space H V, R .d d ) 0
1, p N .We consider a weak limit u g u q H V, R of some subsequence of0
 4 1, 2 N .u . For w g u q H V, R we haved 0
d d2 2< < < <=u dx q f =u dx F =w dx q f =w dx .  .H H H Hd d2 2V V V V
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which, together with
f =u dx F lim inf f =u dx , .  .H H d
do0V V
implies
d 2< <J u F J w y lim inf =u dx. 2.7 .  .  .H d2do0 V
1, p N .We approximate w g u q H V, R by choosing a sequence w g u q0 k
1, 2 N . 5 5 1, p  .H V, R such that w y w ª 0; then we have 2.7 for w g u qH0 k
1, p N 1, p N .  .H V, R . Hence u is J-minimizing in the class u q H V, R ;0 0
moreover, we see
d 2< <lim =u dx s 0. 2.8 .H d2do0 V
1, p N .Clearly u s u by strict convexity so that u u in H V, R as d o 0d
not only for a subsequence.
 4 2, 2 N .We fix a coordinate direction g g 1, . . . , n and use u g H V, Rd loc
 .to obtain after integration by parts
D2F =u ­ =u , =w dx s 0 2.9 .  . .H d d g d
V
1 N .for any w g C V, R . In contrast to our previous formal calculation0
3  .w s h ­ u is now admissible in 2.9 , where 0 F h F 1 denotes a cutoffg d
function with support in V. An easy calculation shows no summation over
.g
h 3D2F =u = ­ u , ­ =u dx .  .H d d g d g d
V
 .py2 r22 2 2 25 5 < < < < < <F c =h d =u q m q =u =u h dx 2.10 . .`H d d d /
V
 .with c independent of d . We first use 2.10 to prove
5 5 2 , psup u F c V* - ` 2.11 .  .H V*.d
d
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for any subdomain V* _ V. To this purpose let h s 1 on V* and define
 .m s p 2 y p r4. Then
< < p­ =u dxH g d
V*
m ym2 2 p< < < < < <s m q =u m q =u ­ =u dx .  .H d d g d
V*
pr2
 .py2 r22 2< < < <F m q =u ­ =u dx .H d g d /
V*
1ypr2p
22< <= m q =u dx .H d /V*
pr2
2F c D f =u ­ =u , ­ =u dx .  .H d g d g d /
V*
1ypr2p
22< <= m q =u dx .H d /V*
pr2
3 2F c h D F =u ­ =u , ­ =u dx .  .H d d g d g d /
V
1ypr2p
22< <= m q =u dx .H d /V*
 .   ..and by 2.10 recall 2.8 the right-hand side is bounded independent of
 .d ; 2.11 is established.
 . n N  .Consider a matrix X s X g R and use 2.9 with w sa 1F a F n
3 .h ­ u y X . Fromg d g
h 3D2F =u ­ =u , ­ =u dx .  .H d d g d g d
V
1 32 2 2s y3 D F =u h =h m ­ u y X , h ­ =u dx .H  /d d g d g g d
V
we deduce, as before,
h 3D2F =u ­ =u , ­ =u dx .  .H d d g d g d
V
py2
22 2 2 25 5 < < < < < <F c =h d =u y X q m q =u =u y X h dx. .`H d d d /V
2.12 .
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 .For the left-hand side of 2.12 we have the lower bound
h 3D2 f =u ­ =u , ­ =u dx s F x , M , Z dx .  . .H Hd g d g d d d
V V
with
F x , M , Z s h 3 x D2 f M Z, Z , M s =u , Z s ­ =u . .  .  .  . d d d g d
p n N .  .From 2.11 we have Z ­ =u weakly in L V, R and M ª =ud g loc d
p  n N .strongly in L V, R as d o 0. Standard theorems on the lower semi-loc
continuity of variational integrals imply
F x , =u , ­ =u dx F lim inf F x , =u , ­ =u dx ; .  .H Hg d g d
do0V V
  .  ..i.e. observe 2.12 and also 2.8 ,
h 3D2 f =u ­ =u , ­ =u dx .  .H g g
V
py2
22 2 25 5 < < < <F lim sup c =h h q =u =u y X h dx. 2.13 . .`H d d
Vdo0
 .The integrand on the right-hand side of 2.13 may be written as
 .2yp r22< <=u y Xdp< <=u y X .d 2 5< <m q =ud
q  n N .  .Since =u ª =u strongly in L V, R for all q - npr n y p , we haved loc
< < p < < p=u y X ª =u y Xd
s  .  < < 2 strongly in L V for some s ) 1. Observing that =u y X r m qloc d
< < 2 .42yp.r2  < < 2 =u is bounded with pointwise limit =u y X r m qd
< < 2 .42yp.r2=u we finally arrive at
h 3D2 f =u ­ =u , ­ =u dx .  .H g g
V
py2
22 2 25 5 < < < <F c =h m q =u =u y X h dx. 2.14 . .`H
V
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 .  .Let us specify X s A , spt h ; B x , h s 1 on B x for some t - 1,k r k t r kk k
< <  .  .  .=h F cr 1 y t r . Then 2.14 gives after transformationk
D2 f A q « =¨ ­ =¨ , ­ =¨ dz .  .H k k k g k g k
Bt
 .py2 r22 2< < < <F c t m q A q « =¨ =¨ dz .  .H k k k k
B1
 .  .and the desired inequality 2.6 follows from 1.2 .
3. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1.2. So let u denote a local
 .minimizer and fix a disc B x ; V. For a cutoff function h such that2 R 0
c
< <0 F h F 1, spth ; B x , h s 1 on B x , =h F .  .2 R 0 R 0 R
we deduce from the Euler equation see comments at the end of this
.section
2 3D f =u =­ u , = h ­ u y j dx s 0. .  .H  g g g
 .B x2 R 0
Here j is some vector in R N and the sum is taken over Greek indicesg
 .  .occurring twice. Writing T x s B x _ B x we see that .2 R 0 2 R 0 R 0
h 3D2 f =u =­ u , =­ u dx .  .H g g
 .B x2 R 0
2 2s y3 D f =u =­ u , h =h m ­ u y j dx .  .H g g g
 .T x2 R 0
1r22F c D f =u =­ u , =­ u .  . .H g g
 .T x2 R 0
=
1r2
2 2 2D f =u h =h m ­ u y j , h =h m ­ u y j dx .  . /b b b b
1r2
2F c D f =u =­ u , =­ u dx .  .H g g / .T x2 R 0
=
1r21 22< 5 <D f =u =u y A dx , 3.1 .  .H2 /R  .T x2 R 0
A s j , j g R2 N . .1 2
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Let
1r22H s D f =u =­ u , =­ u .  . .g g
and
pr42< <h s m q =u . .
 .With obvious modifications in the above calculations A s 0 we get
1r23 2 3 2h H dx F c h H .H H
 .  .B x B x2 R 0 2 R 0
=
1r22hD f =u =h m ­ u , =h m ­ u dx ; .  . .g g
hence
1 c2 23 2 2< < < < < <h H dx F c D f =u =u dx F =u dx , .H H H2 2R R .  .  .B x B x B x2 R 0 2 R 0 2 R 0
2  . 1, 2 .so that H g L V . Similar to Section 2 we have h g H V . Weloc loc
further observe that
< 2 <= u F cHh
and
1r22
2< <=u y =u dy dx F c = u dxH e H / .  .  .T x T x T x2 R 0 2 R 0 2 R 0
 .which is a consequence of the Sobolev]Poincare inequality recall n s 2 .Â
 .Let us now return to estimate 3.1 . Choosing
A s =u dye
 .T x2 R 0
we arrive at
1r2c
2 2H dx F H dx hH dx 3.2 .H H H /R .  .  .B x T x T xR 0 2 R 0 2 R 0
for a constant c which is independent of R and x . This is exactly the0
w x  .situation of Lemma 4.1 in 6 . Hence we deduce from 3.2 the following
growth estimate: for any q G 1 and any compact subdomain V* of V there
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is a constant K such that
2 < <yqH dx F K ln R 3.3 .H
 .B xR 0
 .is true for any disc B x ; V*. Obviously,R 0
< < 2 2= D f =u F cH 4 .
 .and 3.3 implies
< < 2 < <yq= D f =u dx F K ln R . 3.4 4 .  .H
 .B xR 0
 .If we choose q ) 2 in 3.4 , then the modification of the Dirichlet-growth
w x  .lemma given in 5, p. 287 , shows D f =u is a continuous function on V*
and therefore on V. Using the fact that D f is a homeomorphism R2 N ª
R2 N we get continuity of =u. By Theorem 1.1 we have partial C1, a-regu-
larity of u and continuity of =u clearly excludes singular points.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 given above did not take care of the question
3w xif h ­ u y j is admissible in the Euler equation. In order to make ourg g
arguments precise we again have to consider the ``d-approximation'' de-
fined in Section 2. Replacing f and u by F and u exactly the samed d
calculations as before imply
< < 2 < <yq= DF =u dx F K ln R 4 .H d d
 .B xR 0
 .with K independent of d . Hence DF =u is continuous on V* withd d
modulus of continuity independent of d . Clearly
DF =u ª D f =u a.e. .  .d d
 .   .4at least for a subsequence and it is also immediate that DF =u isd d d ) 0
locally bounded uniform w.r.t. d which follows from the estimate for the
w x.oscillation given in 5 , Arcela's theorem therefore implies continuity of
 .D f =u and the proof can be finished as before.
w xRemark. Using the arguments of 6 it is not too hard to see that local
boundedness of =u more precisely, local boundedness of =u uniformd
. 1, bw.r.t. d implies C -regularity for some 0 - b - 1. In fact, local bound-
 .edness of =u gives a local bound for the function h and 3.2 reduces to
H 2 dx F c H 2 dx.H H
 .  .B x T xR 0 2 R 0
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We then may apply a standard hole-filling argument to get Holder continu-È
 .ity of D f =u , and all estimates are uniform in d .
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